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1. Introduction. Throughout k will denote a field. If a group T acts on a set A we
say an element is T-orbital if its orbit is finite and write Ar(A) for the subset of such
elements. Let / be an ideal of a group algebra kA; we denote by 7+ the normal subgroup
(/ + 1) D A of A. A subgroup B of an abelian torsion-free group A is said to be dense in A
if A/B is a torsion-group. Let / be an ideal of a commutative ring K; then the spectrum
Sp(/) of / is the set of all prime ideals P of K such that / < ? . If R is a ring, M is an
^-module and x e M we denote by s&R(x) the annihilator of x in R. We recall that a
group T is said to have finite torsion-free rank if it has a finite series in which each factor is
either infinite cyclic or locally finite; its torsion-free rank ro(F) is then defined to be the
number of infinite cyclic factors in such a series.

Let A be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a group T and let
/ be an ideal of kA. The subgroup Sr(A) of T of elements y such that / D kB = F D kB for
some finitely generated dense subgroup B of A is said to be the standardiser of /. We will
say that an ideal / of kA is locally prime if / D kB is a prime ideal of kB for some dense
finitely generated subgroup B of A. It easily follows from Wilson's version [18, Section
3.11] of an important theorem of Brookes [1, Theorem A] that if Ar(y4) = 1, / is a locally
prime ideal of kA and 5r(7) = T, then /+ ^ 1. But, of course, 7+ may contain no non-trivial
F-invariant subgroup.

Let G be a group with a torsion-free abelian normal subgroup A of finite rank. In [12,
Theorem E] Nabney proved that if M is any fcG-module which is not kA -torsion-free then
there is an element a e A/\{0} such that akG = {akS)®kSkG, where S = SC(P) for some
P G Sp(s&kA(a)). But, generally, if G has finite torsion-free rank then ro(S/Cs(akS)) may
be the same as ro(G) for any a e M\{0}. However, it would be very useful to find such a
subgroup H of G that akG = (akH)<S)kHkG and ro(H/CH(akH))<ro(G) for some
a e A/\{0}, because it would be possible to use induction on ro(G) for the study of M then.
The search for such a subgroup H is the main aim of this paper. In the case of a polycyclic
group G this approach was applied by Roseblade in [14].

Let A be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a group T and let
/ be an ideal of kA. We say that a subgroup A of 5r(/) separates I if Sp(/) PI Sp(Iy) = 0
for any y e Sr(I) which is not contained in A. It is not difficult to note, that the
intersection Sepr(/) of all subgroups separating / also separates /; Sepr(7) will be called
the separator of /. Evidently, Sepr(7) ^ Sr(I). We prove that if A: is a field of characteristic
zero, F is a soluble group of finite torsion-free rank and M is a kA-module such that
$4kA(x) is a non-zero locally prime ideal of kA and ro(T) = ro(Sepr(^kA(x)) f°r some
element x e A/\{0} then there is an element y e M\{0} such that sitA{y) has a non-trivial
Sepr(^/,(_y))-invariant subgroup (Theorem 3.8). This theorem allows us to obtain our
main result—a control theorem for modules over group algebras of soluble gorups of
finite torsion-free rank (which will be our Theorem 4.2).
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THEOREM. Let G be a soluble group of finite torsion-free rank and let A be a
torsion-free abelian normal subgroup of G such that Ac(/4) = 1. Let k be a field of
characteristic zero and let M be a kG-module. If M is not kA-torsion-free then there is an
element aeM\{0} such that akG = {akH)®kHkG and ro(H/CH(akH))<ro(G), where

We should note that some other approaches to control theorems for modules over
group rings of infinite groups were developed by Brookes and Brown (see [2] and [3]).

We recall that a group G has finite Priifer rank if there is an integer r such that each
finitely generated subgroup of G can be generated by r elements; its Priifer rank r(G) is
then the least integer r with this property. As an application of Theorem 4.2, we consider
faithful irreducible representations of a finitely generated metabelian group G of finite
Priifer rank over a field k of characteristic zero. We prove that if G is not
nilpotent-by-finite then each such representation is induced from an irreducible represen-
tation of a subgroup H^G such that ro(H)<ro(G) (Theorem 5.5). If G is an
abelian-by-cyclic group it implies that any faithful irreducible representation of G over k
is induced from an irreducible representation of an abelian subgroup of G (Corollary 5.6).
Irreducible representations of some abelian-by-cyclic groups were considered by Musson
in [10]. Irreducible representations of finitely generated nilpotent groups were considered
by Harper [7] and by Segal [15], and irreducible representations of polycyclic groups were
considered by Harper [8] and by Musson [11].

By [6], any finitely generated metabelian group of finite Priifer rank is a minimax
abelian-by-polycyclic group. A minimax group is a group with a finite series each of whose
factors satisfies either the minimal condition or the maximal condition for subgroups.
Irreducible representations of minimax abelian-by-polycyclic groups under certain addi-
tional conditions where considered by Nabney [12].

2. Some properties of Cernikov modules. This section is auxiliary; its main result
(Proposition 2.6) will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.

Let R be a ring. An /?-module A is said to be cyclic if it is generated by one element.
By the socle Soc(/4) of an /?-module A we mean the submodule of A which is generated
by the minimal submodules of A; if A has no minimal submodule then Soc(/4) = 0.

LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a ¥p[g]-module. Then the module A is cyclic if and only if
Soc(A) is cyclic.

Proof. This assertion holds because Fp[g] is a principal ideals domain. •

Let R be a ring. An i?-module A is said to be Cernikov if its additive group is
Cernikov, that is, a direct sum of finitely many cyclic and quasi-cyclic groups (see [9]). If
the additive group of A is a p-group then £ln(A) is the submodule of A which consists of
all elements x e A such that xp" = 0, where n EN.

Let R be a ring. An infinite i?-module A is said to be minimal infinite (or
m.i.-module) if any proper submodule of A is finite. It is not difficult to show that if A is a
Cernikov m.i.-module then A is a divisible p -group.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a Cernikov Z[g]-module. Suppose that the additive group of A is
a p-group and the socle of A is cyclic. Then for any m.i.-submodule B of A the socle of the
quotient module A/B is cyclic.

Proof. Obviously, it is sufficient to show that the socle of Q^A/B) is cyclic. Since B
is a divisible group, it is not too difficult to show that £lx(A/B) = (Q](/4) + B)/B =
Q1(y4)/(Q1(/4)nB). As Qi(v4) has cyclic socle, it easily follows from Lemma 2.1 that the
quotient module nx(A/B) = Q1(>i)/(Q1(/l) fl B) has cyclic socle. •

LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a Cernikov Z[g]-module and let si be the group of
Z[g]-automorphisms of A. Suppose that A is a divisible p-group. Then:

(i) //Soc(i4) is cyclic then M is abelian;
(ii) for any finite submodule X of A @A the socle of the quotient module (A @A)/X is

not cyclic.

Proof, (i) Since SOC(J4) is cyclic and, evidently, SOC(J4) = SOC(£2I(.<4)), by Lemma
2.1, QX(A) is cyclic. It easily follows that £ln(A) is cyclic for each n eN. Then
Qn(/4) — Kn= Z[g]/In for each n BM, where /„ is an ideal of Z[g]. Let sin be the group of
Z[g]-automorphisms of Q.n{A); it is well known that s£n — U(Kn), where U(Kn) is the
group of units of Kn, and hence sin is abelian. As sd/Csj(Q.n(A))^sin and (~)neN

C^(Qn(y4)) = 1, it follows that si is abelian.
(ii) Suppose that for some finite submodule X of B =A®A the socle of B/X is

cyclic. Let si be the group of Z[g]-automorphisms of B and 58 be the group of
Z[g]-automorphisms of B/X. Then, by (i), S3 is abelian. Let Jf be the normalizer of X in
si then, as X ^ &n(B) for some n e N, it is not difficult to show that \si: Jf\ < °°. As each
v E JY induces a Z[g]-automorphism of B/X, there is a homomorphism <p: Jf^> 58 such
that ker <p = C^(B/X). Let a e ker <p; then B(l - a) ^ X and hence, as X is finite, there is
H E N such that Bp"{\ - a) = 0. Therefore, as the additive group of A is divisible,
B(l - a) = 0 and hence a = 1. So, ̂ V< 58 because ker <p = l. Thus V̂ is an abelian group
and hence si is an almost abelian group.

On the other hand, evidently, si contains the linear group GL2(Z) and it is well
known that GL2(2) is not almost abelian. This is a contradiction. D

LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a Cernikov Z[g]-module and let M be the set of all
m.i.-submodules of A. If the socle of A is cyclic then M is finite.

Proof. As any submodule of A is the direct sum of its Sylow components, any
m.i.-submodule of A is contained in some Sylow component of A. Thus we may assume
that the additive group of A is a p-group.

The proof is by induction on Priifer rank of the additive group of A. Let B be an
m.i.-submodule of A. Then, by Lemma 2.2, Soc(A/B) is a cyclic Z[g]-module and hence,
by the induction hypothesis, the set of all m.i.-submodules of A/B is finite. Thus it is
sufficient to consider the case when A/B is an m.i.-module.

Suppose that M is infinite and let A{ sM, A^ B, where i = 1, 2. Put Xt = At n B;
then \Xt\ < oo and

AI/XI~(A, + B)/B=A/B (1)

where i = 1, 2. Put X = Xx + X2, A = A/Xand A, = (A, + X)/X; then, as A,DX = Xh by
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(1), J4] — A2. Evidently, A =AX + A2\ then it is not difficult to show that there is a finite
submodule Y<A1@A2 such that

A~A,®A2IY (2)

On the other hand, there is n E f̂J such that X ^Cln(A) and hence, as A = A/Qn(A),
there is a finite submodule Z <A such that A/Z = A Then, by (2), (A^®A2)/D = A for
some finite submodule D ^Ai®A2 but this contradicts Lemma 2.3 (ii). •

LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a Cernikov Z[g]-module and let k be a field of characteristic
zero. Let M be a kA-module, x e M and P e Sp^M^x)). Then;

(i) for any finite subgroup B ^A there is an element y e M such that s$kA(y) DkB =
PHkB = D is a maximal ideal of kB and P > si^y);

(ii) if A' is an m.i.-submodule of A and P+ does not contain A' then there is an
element y e M such that for any L e Sp(MkA(y)) L+ does not contain A'.

Proof, (i) Put D = P n kB then D e Sp(MkB(x)). By Maschke's theorem, T =xkB is
a semisimple kB -module. Then there is a simple submodule S^T which is annihilated by
D. Thus y may be chosen as a non-zero element of 5. Evidently, Sp(j^fc/((v)) consists of
all L e S?{sikA{x)) such that LC\kB = D and hence P > dkA{y).

(ii) Evidently, there is a finite subgroup B<A' which is not contained in P+. By (i),
there is an element v e M such that s&^y)C\kB = PDkB = D. As D is a maximal ideal
of kB,PDkB = D for any L s S p ( ^ ( v)). Therefore, for any L s Sp(slkA(y)), L+ does
not contain B and hence L+ does not contain A'. O

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A= ©"=,>!, be a Cernikov Z[g]-module such that SOC(J4,) is
cyclic for each i. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let M be a kA-module. Then
there is an element aeM\{0} such that for any xeakA and, for each l < i < n ,
kCi D d^x) = Pi is a maximal ideal of kQ, where CJHj = Soc(/4,///,) and Hi is the
maximal g-invariant subgroup of slkA(x) D At.

Proof. The proof is by induction on n.

Consider first the case where n = 1. The proof is by induction on Priifer rank of the
additive group of A Suppose that there is an element x e M\{0} such that S$£A(X) has an
m.i.-submodule A'. Then xkA may be considered as a k{AIA')-module and, by Lemma
2.2, we may use the induction hypothesis. Thus we may assume that $&kA{x) contains no
m.i.-submodule for any JC e M\{0}.

Let M = {A\,... ,Am} be the set of all m.i.-submodules of A; by Lemma 2.4, M is
finite. We will show by induction on m that there is an element y e M such that for any
P e Sp(s£kA(y)) P+ contains no m.i.-submodule. Suppose that there is x e M such that for
any P e Sp^^OO) P+ does not contain submodules Au... ,Am-x. It easily follows from
Maschke's theorem that the quotient ring kAls£kA{x) has no nilpotent element and hence
it is semiprime. So, si^x) is the intersection of all P e Sp(.s4/»(*))- Then, as si^ix) does
not contain Am, there is P e S^sl^x)) such that P + does not contain Am. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.5(ii), there is an element y G xkA such that for any P G Sp(j^fc/,(}')) P+ does not
contain Am. As y E xkA, sd^x) ^ s&^y). Therefore, Spisi^y)) £ S p ^ ^ x ) ) and
hence P+ contains no m.i.-submodule for any P e Sp(.s^(.y))- Evidently, y ¥^ 0.

Let P G Sp(^t/i(>')) and let H be the maximal g-invariant subgroup of P+. As P+
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contains no m.i.-submodule, H is finite. Put C/H = Soc(A/H) then \C\ < °° and hence, by
Lemma 2.5(i), there is an element a e M\{0} such that st^ip) f~l kC = P fl kC and, as
P > s$kA(a), H is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of sikA(a). Let x e akA; then
$4kA{x)C\kC^$ikA(a)r\kC = D and, as D is a maximal ideal of kC, sikA{x)r\kC = D.
Let X be the maximal g-invariant subgroup of s$kA(x); then, as sti^x) s ^ ^ ( a ) , X^H.
Suppose that X¥=H; then, as C/H is the socle of A/H, L = CnX>H. Evidently,
L ^ 7)+ < P + but this is a contradiction, because H is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of
P+.

Consider now the general case. By the induction hypothesis, there is an element
b e M\{0} such that for any element x E bKa kCt D si^x) = P,as a maximal ideal in kCt,
where C,/7/, = Soc(.4,/77(), 77, is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of sikA(x) fl y4, and
2<i<n. By the same arguments, there is an element a ebkA\{0}, such that fcC, D
•s4/»(*)= A is a maximal ideal in kCx for any element x e flJt>l, where Cj///i =
Soc(/4i///!) and //i is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of sikA(x)DAi. Let x E.akA;
then, as a e 6fc4, x E fcA:y4. Thus /cC, C\ stf^x) = Pt is a maximal ideal in kCt,
where CJHj = Soc(/i,///,), //, is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of ^^(j:)ny4, and
1 < t < n. D

3. On spectra of conjugated ideals of group algebras of abelian groups of finite
rank.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an abelian group acted upon by a group T, and B be a
T-invariant subgroup of A. Let k be a field and let I be an ideal of kA. Then:

(i) if Sp(/?) n Sp(A) = 0 then Sp(P) n Sp(7) = 0 , where y sT and /, = / CUB;
(ii) suppose that B < 7+ and let A ^ 7 be the ideal of kA generated by 1 - B. Put

1 = 7/A. Then Sp(/y) n Sp(7) = 0if Sp(F) D Sp(7) = 0 , where y E F.

Proof, (i) Suppose that there is P e Sp(7r) f~l Sp(7). Then, as U = Ff\kB, P, E
Sp(70 n Sp(7i), where Px = P n kB. This is a contradiction.

(ii) Suppose that there is P E Sp(/y) D Sp(/); then P = P/A = (Pi/A)Y, where P,
Pi e Sp(7). As B is a T-invariant subgroup of A, (Pi/A)y = .Pf/A and hence P = PT[. This is
a contradiction. •

LEMMA 3.2. Lef y4 be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a
soluble group Y such that CT{A) = 1. Then:

(i) F has a torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index;
(ii) if A®ZQ is a simple QT-module then T has a free abelian normal subgroup of

finite index.

Proof. These assertions are well known properties of linear soluble groups (see
[16]). •

LEMMA 3.3. Let F be a finitely generated abelian group and let R be a prime ideal of
ZF such that K = ZF/R is a torsion-free group of finite rank. Let J be a dense subgroup of
K. Then there are a ZF-endomorphism g of K and a Z[g]-submodule H of J such that the
quotient module K/H is Cernikov and Soc(K/H) is cyclic.

Proof. Let R be the field of fractions of K. Since fc is finite-dimensional over Q, it is
well known that there is an algebraic integer £ e R such that R = Q(£). As £ is an
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algebraic integer, there is n s f̂ J, such that any element b e Z[£] may be written in the
form b =ao + a^ +... + an^

n, where at e Z. Since K is a dense subgroup of K and / is a
dense subgroup of A', 7 is a dense subgroup of k and hence for any £' there is mt e f̂ J,
such that ^mteJ. Then Z[£]m</, where m = U"=Qm,. Put g = £m; then ml[g]<
Z[£]m ^J. As g e K and A' is a ring, g can be considered as a ZF-endomorphism of K and
K can be considered as a Z[g]-module. Put H - mZ[g]. Evidently, K = Q(g) and hence H
is a dense subgroup of K and, as, by [6, Lemma 5.1], the group K is minimax, the quotient
module K/H is Cernikov. We now show that Soc(K/H) is cyclic. Since K/H<K/H, it is
sufficient to show that Soc(Kp/H) is cyclic for any Sylow p-component Kp/H of the
quotient module K/H. Evidently, H/Hp — Q^Kp/H). As H is a cyclic Z[g]-module,
HIHp is a cyclic Zp[g]-module and, as H/Hp = Qi(A*p///), by Lemma 2.1, SocCQ^Ay//))
is cyclic. •

LEMMA 3.4. Lef ,4 6e an abelian group acted upon by a group T let k be a field and let
I be an ideal ofkA. Let L be a subgroup of A such that I+ does not contain L and suppose
that P = kLDI is a maximal ideal of kL. IfyeTandL< (I+)y then Sp(P) n Sp(7) = 0.

Proof. Evidently, L < (F)+ and hence kL D F = A = (h - 11 h e L). Then, as A is a
maximal ideal of kl, Sp(kL D F) = {A}. Suppose that Sp(P) n Sp(/) ^ 0 ; then Sp(P n
kL) n Sp(/ n kL) * 0 and hence, as Sp(/ n kL) = {P}, A = P. Then, as P < /, A < / and
hence L ^ /+. This is a contradiction. •

THEOREM 3.5. Let A be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a
soluble group T of finite torsion-free rank and let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let M
be a kA-module which contains a non-zero element x such that ^A(X) is a dense subgroup
of A. Then there is an element y e M\{0} such that sl^iy) has a non-trivial subgroup W
such that Sp(silcA(y)) n Sp(s£IA(y)) = 0 if y E F and y is not contained in Nr(W), where
Nr(W) is the normalizer of W in T.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1(i), in the proof A may be changed to any of its proper
T-invariant subgroups. So, we can assume that A is a ZF-module generated by one
element z e A and A<8>z® is a simple QF-module. We can also assume that Cr(A) = 1.
Then, by Lemma 3.2(ii), T has a finitely generated abelian normal subgroup F of finite
index and, as A is a cyclic ZF-module, A — ZT/I, where / is a right ideal of ZF. By Schur's
Lemma, A ®ZQ has a simple QF-submodule and hence the element z may be chosen such

that inZF = R is a prime ideal of ZF. Put B = ZTIRZT = K®ZFZT = © Kth where

U i , . . . , U is a right transversal to F in F and K = ZF/R. Then A-B/X where
X = I/RZT. Putting X £ CB(M) we may consider M as a fcB-module. It is easy to check
that s&tB{x)IX = dtn{x). Then s£tB(x) is a dense subgroup of B and hence s$tB(x) D

n

Ktt = Jj is a dense subgroup in A7, for each i. Put / = n 7,/f1; then J is a dense subgroup in
i=i

K. By Lemma 3.3, there is an endomorphism g of the ZF-module K such that J has a
Z[g]-submodule H such that K/H is a Cernikov Z[g]-module with cyclic socle. As

H^J^Jjt;1 and 7 , < ^ B ( x ) , / / / , < ^ B ( A : ) for each i and hence V = 0 Hti<dtB{x).

Thus V ̂  CB{xkB) and hence A:/C5 can be considered as a fc(fi/V)-module. Putting
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n n
bg = £ bfy for any b = 2 6,/, e B, we can consider g as a ZF-endomorphism of B.

1=1 ,-=i

Thus, B is a Z[g]-module and V is a submodule of B. Then B/V = © (K/H)th where
i=i

(K/H)tt is a Cernikov Z[g]-module with cyclic socle for each i. So, by Proposition 2.6,
there is an element y exkB\{0} such that kQD s£kB{y) = Pt is a maximal ideal of kCt,
where C,/D, = Soc(Kt,/Dj) and D, is the maximal g-invariant subgroup of s&%B(y) f~l /fr,.
Put D = © £>,.

i=i

Let y be an element of F which is not contained in Nr(D). It is not difficult to show

that, for any i, DJ< Ktt for some ; and hence, as Dy = © DJ and Dy ¥> D, DJ < Ktj and
I— 1

DJ ¥=Dj for some i and /. As g is a ZF-endomorphism of B, DJ is a Z[g]-submodule of /C/,-
and hence, as DJ¥=Dt, L = CjDDJ* Dj. Since L<Ch kL D MkB(y) = P is a maximal
ideal of kL.

Suppose that DJ is not contained in Dj. Then, as Dj is the maximal g-invariant
subgroup of Ktj n s$tB(y), ^ B ( y ) does not contain L. Since L < £>,r, L < (sttB(y))y and»
by Lemma 3.4, Sp(sikB(y)) n Sp(^B(y)) = 0. If D? < Dy then DJ'1 is not contained in A
and the same arguments show that Sp(s£kB(y)) fl Sp(^B1(_y)) = 0. Therefore, as
SpOsWyF = Sp(s*lB(y)), Sp(s#kB(y)) n Sp(^B(y)) = 0.

As A"^CB(A:A:5) and y sxkB, X<CB{ykB) and hence X<Zs4£B(y). Since A' is a
F-invariant subgroup of B, Nr(D) < Nr(XD) = Nr(W), where ^ = ^ 0 / ^ , and hence
Sp(^kB(y)) n Sp(^f l(y)) = 0 if y is not contained in Nr(W). Let A be the ideal of kB
generated by l-X. Then it is not difficult to show that s4kB(y)/k = s£kA{y) and the
theorem follows from Lemma 3.1(ii). •

LEMMA 3.6. Let A be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a
soluble group F of finite torsion-free rank and let K be a subgroup of T such that
ro(K) = ro(F). / / Ar(i4) = 1 then bK(A) = 1.

Proof. Evidently, we may assume that Cr(A) = 1. Then it easily follows from Lemma
3.2(i) that F has an abelian normal torsion-free subgroup H. The proof is by induction on
ro(F). Suppose that AK(A) ¥=• 1. As ro(K) = ro(F), H/V is a torsion group, where
V = H(1K. Let l ^ d e AK(A) and let D = (dh\he H); it is not difficult to show that
D^AV(A). Let B be a dense finitely generated subgroup of D. As D<AV(A),
\V:CV(B)\<<*> and hence H/CH(D) is a torsion-group. Then, since D is an abelian
torsion-free group of finite rank, by Lemma 3.2(i), \H/CH(D)\ < °°. Hence there is n e M
such that H" < CH(D). Since H" is a normal subgroup of F, CA(H") = C is a F-invariant
subgroup of A Then ro(T/ Cr(C)) < ro(F) and hence, by the induction hypothesis,

= 1 but this is a contradiction because D ^ C. •

LEMMA 3.7. Lef J4 6e an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a
group T such that Ar(A) = 1. Let k be a field and let M be a kA-module. Suppose that there
is an element x e M such that si^ix) is a non-zero locally prime ideal of kA and
Sr(s&kA(x)) = F. Then there is a non-trivial T-invariant subgroup B of A such that
B n M^x) is a dense subgroup of B.
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Proof. By [18, Section 3.11], . ^ ( A O ^ I and B may be chosen as the isolator of
slkA(x) in A. •

THEOREM 3.8. Let A be an abelian torsion-free group of finite rank acted upon by a
soluble group T of finite torsion-free rank such that Ar(v4) = 1. Let k be a field of
characteristic zero and let M be a kA-module. Suppose that there is an element x e M\{0}
such that s&kA{x) is a non-zero locally prime ideal of kA and ro(Sepr(.s4/i(*))) = ro(T).
Then there is an element y E M \ { 0 } such that sikA{y) has a non-trivial
invariant subgroup.

Proof. Put Sepr^^OO) = S. Then, by Lemma 3.6, AS(A) = 1 and we may assume
that SeprGrfMOO) = T. As S K ^ ( x ) ) *Sepr(.sk,(*)), Sr(rfkA(x)) = r. By Lemma 3.7,
there is a non-trivial F-invariant subgroup B of A such that ^ ^ ( x ) D B is a dense
subgroup in B. Then the theorem easily follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.1 (i). •

4. A control theorem for modules over group algebras of soluble groups of finite
rank.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a group with abelian normal torsion-free subgroup A of
finite rank, and let B be a dense finitely generated subgroup of A. Let k be a field and let M
be a kG-module which is not kA-torsion-free. Then:

(i) there is x e A/\{0} with the prime annihilator Po in kB such that the transcendence
degree of the fraction field of the ring kB/P0 is minimal and hence x has maximal
annihilator in kB;

(ii) if x satisfies (i) then xkG =xkH<S>kHkG, where H =

Proof, (i) This assertion is proved in [12, Theorem E].
(ii) By [12, Theorem E] there is a prime ideal P of kA such that P D kB - Po and

xkG = xkS®kSkG, where S = SC(P). As P n kB = Po = sikB(x), it is not difficult to show
that S = 5G(J^M(JC)). Thus, it is sufficient to show that xkS = xkH®kHkS, where
H = SepG(^fc/((x)). So, we may assume that S = G.

Put / = $4kC(x); then it is sufficient to show that J = (J H kH)kG. Suppose that
/ # (7 n kH)kG; then there is an element q eJ which is not belonging to (J D kH)kG. Put

q = 2 ( Z a«d« k , where a,-, E fcA, {d,-.} is a part of a right transversal to A in / / and {f,} is
i-i V=i /

a part of a right transversal to H in G. The element q can be chosen such that m = 2 kt

is minimal with respect q eJ and g is not contained in (/ n kH)kG. We can also assume
that tx = e and du-e. Put g,-, = dyf, then for any gtj and any B e I the element qB8'' can be

written in the form: qB8ii = 2 ( Z &lrd,r )th where atr = atrB
1"' e A:/l and /ifr = gwgfr1.

/=1 \r=l /

Therefore, as a^B8^ Barfy e(J DkH)kG, b =qBgl>-a^B8* eJ for any /3 e/. As
the number of summands in b less than m, it follows from minimality of m that
b E (7 n M7)*G and hence, as a,yg,yj3

ft> e (/ n kH)kG, qB8« e (J n it//)^G. Therefore, as

fi = e, 2* air^ir = ( 2* al rd l r )/3
ft> E / D kH. Put c = 2* alrdlr; then c)3g« e / for any /3 E /

r=l \r=l / r=l
and hence c/g« c /. Thus, /*•' £ ^ ^ ( y ) , for any g,y, where y = A:C. Then, as g u = e, it is not
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difficult to show that Sp(/) n Sp(Igi') i* 0 for any g,y # e. This is a contradiction, because
gij ¥• e is not contained in H and H separates /. D

THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a soluble group of finite torsion-free rank and let A be a
torsion-free abelian normal subgroup of G such that AG(̂ 4) = 1. Let k be a field of
characteristic zero and let M be a kG-module. If M is not kA-torsion-free then there is an
element aeM\{0} such that akG = (akH)®kHkG and ro(H/CH(akH))<ro(G), where
H = Sepc(j/M(fl).

Proof. Let B be a finitely generated dense subgroup of A. By Proposition 4.1(i),
there is an element xsM\{0} such that sikB(x) is a prime ideal of kB and the
transcendence degree of the fraction field of the ring kB/sikB(x) is minimal, and hence x
has maximal annihilator in kB.

Put K = Sepc(dkA(x)). Then by Proposition 4.1(ii), xkG = xkK®kKkG. If ro(K)<
ro(G) then we may put a = x and H = K.

Suppose that ro(K) = ro(G). Evidently, s£kA{x) is a locally prime ideal of kA. Then, by
Theorem 3.8, there is an element aexKA\{0} such that jdkA(a) has a non-trivial
//-invariant subgroup D, where / / = SepG(j^fc4(a)). Therefore, D ^CH(akH) and hence
ro(H/CH(akH)) < ro(G). As a E XKA, sikB(a) > s#kB(x), and hence, as x has maximal
annihilator in kB, s&kB{a) = s#kB(x). Thus, the theorem follows from Proposition
4.1(ii). D

5. An application.

LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a metabelian finitely generated group of finite Priifer rank and let
B be the derived subgroup of G. If the group G is not nilpotent-by-finite then there is a
normal subgroup A of G such that A^B, AG(/4) = 1 and the quotient group G/A is
nilpotent-by -finite.

Proof. The proof is by induction on ro(B). Let T be the torsion subgroup of B. As G
has the maximal condition for normal subgroups (see [5]) and Prufer rank of T is finite, T
is finite. If T = B then the group G is abelian-by-finite. Thus we may assume that T ¥=B.
Then there is n e M such that C = B" is a torsion-free subgroup. If AG(C) = 1 then we can
put A - C. Thus we may assume that AC(C) ^ 1. Put D = (d8 \ g e G), where d is a
non-identity element of AG(C). It is easy to check that if the quotient group G/D is
nilpotent-by-finite then so is G. Therefore, G/D is not nilpotent-by-finite and hence, by
the induction hypothesis, there is a normal subgroup E of G such that Z) s £ < B and
AC(E/D) = 1. We will consider £ as a Zr-module, where T = G/CC(E). Since E < B, T is
an abelian group. Evidently, the subgroup E may be chosen such that (E/D)<S>ZQ is a
simple Qr-module. Since d E A G ( C ) , \G:Cr(D)\ < °° and hence, as Ar(£/I>) = 1, there is
an element y e Cr(D) which is not contained in Cr(£). Then, as the group F is abelian,
the mapping <p given by <p:x-*x(l - y) is a non-zero ZF-endomorphism of £ such that
D < Ker <p. Hence, as (£/D)®zQF is a simple QF-module, Ker <p = D. Then L = <p(£) =
E/D and hence Ar(L) = 1. Thus, L is a normal subgroup of G such that L s B and
AG(L) = 1. So, passing to the quotient group GIL we can use the induction
hypothesis. •

LEMMA 5.2. Let S be a commutative ring acted upon by a group G, let M be an
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S-module and let F be a submodule of M. Suppose that there is a non-zero element a e S
such that each element of MIF is annihilated by some product a81... aSk of conjugates of a
by elements of G. Then for any non-zero ideal L of S each element of (MLDF)/FL is
annihilated by some product a81... a8" of conjugates of a by elements of G.

n

Proof. Each element a E ML n F can be written in the form: a = X a,/,, where

o, E M and /, E L. Then there is an element x = a8'... a8" where g, E G such that atx E F
n

for each i and hence ax = S a,*', s FL. •1=1

LEMMA 5.3. Le/ A be a torsion-free abelian minimax group acted upon by an abelian
group F such that A®zQ is a simple QT-module. Let k be afield of characteristic zero and
let a be a non-zero element of kA. Then there is a maximal ideal L of kA such that
\A :L+\ < oo and L contains no conjugates of a by elements ofT.

n

Proof. Put a = 2 ajth where a, E k and tt sA, and let Fbe a subfield of k generated
/=i

by a,; then a E FA. Let if be the set of F-invariant maximal ideals M of FA with
\A: A/+| < oo; then, by [17, Theorem A], the intersection of ideals from if is zero. It easily
implies that there isJWeif which contains no conjugates of a by elements of F. Then L
may be chosen as a maximal ideal of kA which contains M. •

LEMMA 5.4. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group of finite Priifer rank, let k
be a field and let M be a simple kG-module. Let A be an abelian torsion-free normal
subgroup of G such that A is contained in the derived subgroup of G and the quotient
group G/A is poly cyclic. Then the module M is not kA-torsion-free.

Proof. By [4, Corollary 2.1], there are a free L4-submodule F of M and a non-zero
element a e kA such that each element of M/F is annihilated by some product a8'... agk

of conjugates of a by elements of G. Let C be a normal subgroup of G such that C^A,
the quotient group A/C is torsion-free and C®ZQ is a simple QG-module. Then the

n

element a may be written in the form a = X atth where a, e kC and {tu..., tn) is a part
/=i

n

of a transversal to C in A. Put /3 = II «,; as kC has no zero divisors, /3 ¥= 0. By [6, Lemma
i=i

5.1], the subgroup C is minimax and hence, as the quotient group F = G/CG(A) is abelian
there is, by Lemma 5.3, a maximal ideal L of kC such that \C:L+\ < °° and L contains no
conjugates of /3 by elements of G. It implies that kAL contains no conjugates of a by
elements of G.

Since \C:L+\ < oo, it is not difficult to show that L contains a non-zero G-invariant
ideal /. As the ideal / is G-invariant, it is not difficult to show that MI is a submodule of M
and hence, as the module M is simple, either MI = 0 or MI = M. If MI = 0 then the
lemma holds. Thus we may assume that MI = M and hence ML = M. Then, by Lemma
5.2, each element of F/FL is annihilated by some product agi... a8k of conjugates of a
by elements of G. As F is a free ^-module, (Bj(kA/kAL)t — F/FL and hence some such
product a81... as* is contained in kAL. It is not difficult to note that the quotient ring
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kA/kaL may be considered as a crossed product (see [13]) of a field kC/L and the
torsion-free quotient group A/C. It is well known that such a crossed product has no zero
divisors and hence, as kAL contains no conjugates of a by elements of C, ag'... a8k may
not be contained in kAL. This is a contradiction. •

THEOREM 5.5. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group of finite Priifer rank, let
k be a field of characteristic zero and let M be an irreducible kG-module such that
CC{M) = 1. If the group G is not nilpotent-by-finite then there are a subgroup H ^ G and
an irreducible kH-submodule U^M such that M = U®kHkG and ro(H)<ro(G).

Proof. The proof is by induction on ro(G). By Lemma 5.1, there is an abelian normal
torsion-free subgroup A < G such that AC(A) = 1 and the quotient group G/A is
nilpotent-by-finite. As the group G is finitely generated, the quotient group G/A is
polycyclic. Then, by Lemma 5.4, M is not ^-torsion-free. By Theorem 4.2, there is an
element a e M such that M = U<S)kHkG and ro(H/CH(U))<ro(G), where U = akA and
H = Sepc(sikA(a)). Evidently, H contains the derived subgroup of G and hence, as the
quotient group G/A is polycyclic, if \G: H\ = oo then ro(H) < ro(G). Thus we may assume
that \G:H\< oo. Since H contains the derived subgroup of G, H is a normal subgroup of
G. Then H is a finitely generated subgroup. Suppose that the quotient group H/CH(U) is
nilpotent-by-finite. Let {tu... ,tm) be a right transversal to H in G. As M = <&T=\ Utt,

m
:C(M) > n (CH(U)f' = C and therefore, as CC(M) = 1, C = l. Then, by Remak's

1=1

m
theorem, II (H/CH(U)'')<H. It easily follows that the subgroup H is nilpotent-by-finite

and hence, as \G:H\ <<», so is G, and a contradiction ensues. Thus, the quotient group
H/CH(U) is not nilpotent-by-finite and we may use the induction hypothesis. •

COROLLARY 5.6. Let G be a finitely generated group of finite Priifer rank, and let k be
a field of characteristic zero. Suppose that G is an extension of an abelian group A by a
cyclic group (g). If the group G is not nilpotent-by-finite then every faithful irreducible
representation of G over k is induced from an irreducible representation of the group A
over k.

Proof. It is not difficult to note that the subgroup H in the proof of Theorem 5.4
contains A. As ro(H) < rQ(G), it implies that A = H. •
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